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Colorado continues to use the Evidence Statements that were developed in collaboration with the Partnership for
Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) consortium. Evidence statements describe the knowledge
and skills that an assessment item/task elicits from students. For a detailed description of the Evidence Statements,
please visit https://www.cde.state.co.us/assessment/cmas_testdesign.

ANSWER KEY: ITEM SET 1
Item Set 1 ‐ Question 1 (TEI Inline Choice)

Item Information
Answer:
See image
Colorado Academic 6.1.1.a
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:

Evidence
Statement:

6.RP.1

Subclaim:

A ‐ Major
Content

Apply the concept of a ratio and use ratio language to describe a ratio
relationship between two quantities.

Understand the concept of a ratio and use ratio language to describe a
ratio relationship between two quantities. For example, “The ratio of
wings to beaks in the bird house at the zoo was 2:1, because for every 2
wings there was 1 beak.” “For every vote candidate A received,
candidate C received nearly three votes.”
The student solves problems involving the Major Content for her
grade/course with connections to the Standards for Mathematical
Practice.
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Item Set 1 ‐ Question 2 (Selected Response)

Item Information
Answer:
A
Colorado Academic 6.1.2.f
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes: 6.1.2.g
6.1.2.h
Evidence
Statement:

6.NS.1‐2

Subclaim:

A ‐ Major
Content

Interpret and model quotients of fractions through the creation of story
contexts.
Compute quotients of fractions.
Solve word problems involving division of fractions by fractions, e.g., by
using visual fraction models and equations to represent the problem.
Solve word problems involving division of fractions by fractions, For
example, How much chocolate will each person get if 3 people share 1/2 lb
of chocolate equally? How many 3/4‐cup servings are in 2/3 of a cup of
yogurt? How wide is a rectangular strip of land with length 3/4 mi and area
1/2 square mi?
The student solves problems involving the Major Content for her
grade/course with connections to the Standards for Mathematical
Practice.

Item Set 1 ‐ Question 3 (Fill in the Blank)

Item Information
Answer:
Colorado Academic
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:
Evidence
Statement:
Subclaim:

432
6.1.2.a

Fluently divide multi‐digit numbers using standard algorithms.

6.NS.2

Fluently divide multi‐digit numbers using the standard algorithm.

B ‐ Supporting The student solves problems involving the Additional and Supporting
Content
Content for her grade/course with connections to the Standards for
Mathematical Practice.
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Item Set 1 ‐ Question 4 (Fill in the Blank)

Item Information
Answer:
Colorado Academic
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:
Evidence
Statement:
Subclaim:

1.04
6.1.2.b

6.NS.3‐4

Fluently add, subtract, multiply, and divide multi‐digit decimals using
standard algorithms for each operation.
Fluently divide multi‐digit decimals using the standard algorithm.

B ‐ Supporting The student solves problems involving the Additional and Supporting
Content
Content for her grade/course with connections to the Standards for
Mathematical Practice.

Item Set 1 ‐ Question 5 (Fill in the Blank)

Item Information
Answer:
16
Colorado Academic 6.1.2.c
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes: 6.1.2.d

Evidence
Statement:
Subclaim:

Find the greatest common factor of two whole numbers less than or equal
to 100.
Find the least common multiple of two whole numbers less than or equal
to 12.
Use the distributive property to express a sum of two whole numbers 1–
6.1.2.e
100 with a common factor as a multiple of a sum of two whole numbers
with no common factor.
6.1.3.a
Explain why positive and negative numbers are used together to describe
quantities having opposite directions or values.
Find the greatest common factor of two whole numbers less than or equal
6.NS.4‐1
to 100 and the least common multiple of two whole numbers less than or
equal to 12.
B ‐ Supporting The student solves problems involving the Additional and Supporting
Content
Content for her grade/course with connections to the Standards for
Mathematical Practice.
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Item Set 1 ‐ Question 6 (TEI Hot Spot)

Item Information
Answer:
See image
Colorado Academic 6.1.3.b.vi
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:
Evidence
6.NS.6c‐1
Statement:

Subclaim:

A ‐ Major
Content

Find and position pairs of integers and other rational numbers on a
coordinate plane.
Understand a rational number as a point on the number line. Extend
number line diagrams and coordinate axes familiar from previous grades
to represent points on the line and in the plane with negative number
coordinates.
c. Find and position integers and other rational numbers on a horizontal
or vertical number line diagram.
The student solves problems involving the Major Content for her
grade/course with connections to the Standards for Mathematical
Practice.

Item Set 1 ‐ Question 7 (Multiple Select)
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Item Information
Answer:
Colorado Academic
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:
Evidence
Statement:

See image
6.1.3.b.ii

Subclaim:

A ‐ Major
Content

6.1.3.b.iii
6.NS.5

Use opposite signs of numbers to indicate locations on opposite sides of 0
on the number line.
Identify that the opposite of the opposite of a number is the number itself.
Understand that positive and negative numbers are used together to
describe quantities having opposite directions or values (e.g., temperature
above/below zero, elevation above/below sea level, credits/debits,
positive/negative electric charge); use positive and negative numbers to
represent quantities in real‐world contexts, explaining the meaning of 0 in
each situation.
The student solves problems involving the Major Content for her
grade/course with connections to the Standards for Mathematical
Practice.

Item Set 1 ‐ Question 8 (TEI Hot Spot)

Item Information
Answer:
See image
Colorado Academic 6.1.3.d
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:
Evidence
Statement:

6.NS.8

Subclaim:

A ‐ Major
Content

Solve real‐world and mathematical problems by graphing points in all four
quadrants of the coordinate plane including the use of coordinates and
absolute value to find distances between points with the same first
coordinate or the same second coordinate.
Solve real‐world and mathematical problems by graphing points in all four
quadrants of the coordinate plane. Include use of coordinates and
absolute value to find distances between points with the same first
coordinate or the same second coordinate.
The student solves problems involving the Major Content for her
grade/course with connections to the Standards for Mathematical
Practice.
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Item Set 1 ‐ Question 9 (Equation Editor)

Item Information
Answer:
h>6000 or 6000<h
Colorado Academic 6.2.2.e
Write an inequality of the form x > c or x < c to represent a constraint or
condition in a real‐world or mathematical problem.
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes: 6.2.2.f
Show that inequalities of the form x > c or x < c have infinitely many
solutions; represent solutions of such inequalities on number line
diagrams.
6.2.2.g.i
Use variables to represent two quantities in a real‐world problem that
change in relationship to one another.
6.2.2.g.ii
Write an equation to express one quantity, thought of as the dependent
variable, in terms of the other quantity, thought of as the independent
variable.
Evidence
Write an inequality of the form x > c or x < c to represent a constraint or
6.EE.8
Statement:
condition in a real‐world or mathematical problem. Recognize that
inequalities of the form x > c or x < c have infinitely many solutions;
represent solutions of such inequalities on number line diagrams.
A ‐ Major
Subclaim:
The student solves problems involving the Major Content for her
grade/course with connections to the Standards for Mathematical
Content
Practice.
Item Set 1 ‐ Question 10 (Selected Response)
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Item Information
Answer:
A
Colorado Academic 6.2.2.c
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes: 6.2.2.c.i
Evidence
Statement:

6.EE.6

Subclaim:

A ‐ Major
Content

Use variables to represent numbers and write expressions when solving a
real‐world or mathematical problem.
Recognize that a variable can represent an unknown number, or,
depending on the purpose at hand, any number in a specified set.
Use variables to represent numbers and write expressions when solving a
real‐world or mathematical problem; understand that a variable can
represent an unknown number, or, depending on the purpose at hand,
any number in a specified set.
The student solves problems involving the Major Content for her
grade/course with connections to the Standards for Mathematical
Practice.

Item Set 1 ‐ Question 11 (Fill in the Blank)
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Item Information
Answer:
5,400
Colorado Academic 6.4.1.b.i
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes: 6.4.1.b.ii

Evidence
Statement:

Subclaim:

Find the volume of a right rectangular prism with fractional edge lengths
by packing it with unit cubes of the appropriate unit fraction edge lengths.
Show that volume is the same as multiplying the edge lengths of a
rectangular prism.
Apply the formulas V = l w h and V = b h to find volumes of right
6.4.1.b.iii
rectangular prisms with fractional edge lengths in the context of solving
real‐world and mathematical problems.
Find the volume of a right rectangular prism with fractional edge lengths
6.G.2‐1
by packing it with unit cubes of the appropriate unit fraction edge lengths,
and show that the volume is the same as would be found by multiplying
the edge lengths of the prism.
B ‐ Supporting The student solves problems involving the Additional and Supporting
Content
Content for her grade/course with connections to the Standards for
Mathematical Practice.

Item Set 1 ‐ Question 12 (Multiple Select)

Item Information
Answer:
D,E
Colorado Academic 6.3.1.a
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:
Evidence
Statement:

Subclaim:

Identify a statistical question as one that anticipates variability in the data
related to the question and accounts for it in the answers.

Recognize a statistical question as one that anticipates variability in the
data related to the question and accounts for it in the answers. For
example, “How old am I?” is not a statistical question, but “How old are
the students in my school?” is a statistical question because one
anticipates variability in students’ ages.
B ‐ Supporting The student solves problems involving the Additional and Supporting
Content
Content for her grade/course with connections to the Standards for
Mathematical Practice.
6.SP.1
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Item Set 1 ‐ Question 13 (Bar Graph/Histogram/Slider)

Item Information
Answer:
Colorado Academic
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:
Evidence
Statement:
Subclaim:

See image
6.3.1.d.i

Display numerical data in plots on a number line, including dot plots,
histograms, and box plots.

6.SP.4

Display numerical data in plots on a number line, including dot plots,
histograms, and box plots.
B ‐ Supporting The student solves problems involving the Additional and Supporting
Content
Content for her grade/course with connections to the Standards for
Mathematical Practice.
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Item Set 1 ‐ Question 14 (Fill in the Blank)

Item Information
Answer:
Colorado Academic
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:
Evidence
Statement:
Subclaim:

22.31
6.1.2.b

Fluently add, subtract, multiply, and divide multi‐digit decimals using
standard algorithms for each operation.

6.Int.1

Solve two‐step word problems requiring operations on multi‐digit whole
numbers or decimals.
B ‐ Supporting The student solves problems involving the Additional and Supporting
Content
Content for her grade/course with connections to the Standards for
Mathematical Practice.

Item Set 1 ‐ Question 15 (TEI Bar Graph/Histogram/Slider)
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Item Information
Answer:
See image
Colorado Academic 6.2.2.e
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes: 6.2.2.f

6.2.2.g.i
6.2.2.g.ii

Evidence
Statement:

6.EE.8

Subclaim:

A ‐ Major
Content

Write an inequality of the form x > c or x < c to represent a constraint or
condition in a real‐world or mathematical problem.
Show that inequalities of the form x > c or x < c have infinitely many
solutions; represent solutions of such inequalities on number line
diagrams.
Use variables to represent two quantities in a real‐world problem that
change in relationship to one another.
Write an equation to express one quantity, thought of as the dependent
variable, in terms of the other quantity, thought of as the independent
variable.
Write an inequality of the form x > c or x < c to represent a constraint or
condition in a real‐world or mathematical problem. Recognize that
inequalities of the form x > c or x < c have infinitely many solutions;
represent solutions of such inequalities on number line diagrams.
The student solves problems involving the Major Content for her
grade/course with connections to the Standards for Mathematical
Practice.
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Item Set 1 ‐ Question 16 (Selected Response)

Item Information
Answer:
B
Colorado Academic 6.1.1.c.i
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:
6.1.1.c.ii
Evidence
6.RP.3a
Statement:

Subclaim:

A ‐ Major
Content

Make tables of equivalent ratios relating quantities with whole‐number
measurements, find missing values in the tables, and plot the pairs of
values on the coordinate plane.
Use tables to compare ratios.
Use ratio and rate reasoning to solve real‐world and mathematical
problems, e.g., by reasoning about tables of equivalent ratios, tape
diagrams, double number line diagrams, or equations.
a. Make tables of equivalent ratios relating quantities with whole‐number
measurements, find missing values in the tables, and plot the pairs of
values on the coordinate plane. Use tables to compare ratios.
The student solves problems involving the Major Content for her
grade/course with connections to the Standards for Mathematical
Practice.
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Item Set 1 ‐ Question 17 (Fill in the Blank)

Item Information
Answer:
1.62
Colorado Academic 6.1.1.c.iv
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:
Evidence
6.RP.3c‐1
Statement:

Subclaim:

A ‐ Major
Content

Find a percent of a quantity as a rate per 100.

Use ratio and rate reasoning to solve real‐world and mathematical
problems, e.g., by reasoning about tables of equivalent ratios, tape
diagrams, double number line diagrams, or equations.
c. Find a percent of a quantity as a rate per 100 (e.g., 30% of a quantity
means 30/100 times the quantity);
The student solves problems involving the Major Content for her
grade/course with connections to the Standards for Mathematical
Practice.

Item Set 1 ‐ Question 18 (Multiple Select)
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Item Information
Answer:
B,C
Colorado Academic 6.2.1.b.i
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:
Evidence
6.EE.2a
Statement:

Subclaim:

A ‐ Major
Content

Write expressions that record operations with numbers and with letters
standing for numbers.
Write, read, and evaluate expressions in which letters stand for numbers.
a. Write expressions that record operations with numbers and with letters
standing for numbers. For example, express the calculation “Subtract y
from 5” as 5 – y.
The student solves problems involving the Major Content for her
grade/course with connections to the Standards for Mathematical
Practice.
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ANSWER KEY: ITEM SET 2
Item Set 2 ‐ Question 1 (Fill in the Blank, Fill in the Blank)

Item Information
Answer:
Part A = 90; Part B = 24
Colorado Academic 6.1.1.c.iv
Find a percent of a quantity as a rate per 100.
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:
Evidence
6.RP.3c‐2
Use ratio and rate reasoning to solve real‐world and mathematical
Statement:
problems, e.g., by reasoning about tables of equivalent ratios, tape
diagrams, double number line diagrams, or equations.
c. Solve problems involving finding the whole, given a part and the
percent.
A ‐ Major
The student solves problems involving the Major Content for her
Subclaim:
Content
grade/course with connections to the Standards for Mathematical
Practice.
Item Set 2 ‐ Question 2 (Equation Editor)
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Item Information
Answer:
See Scoring Rubric
Colorado Academic 6.1.1.c.iii
Solve unit rate problems including those involving unit pricing and
Standards (CAS)
constant speed.
Evidence Outcomes:
Evidence
Solve multi‐step contextual word problems with degree of difficulty
6.D.1
Statement:
appropriate to Grade 6, requiring application of knowledge and skills
articulated in Type I, Sub‐Claim A Evidence Statements.
D ‐ Modeling The student solves real‐world problems with a degree of difficulty
Subclaim:
and
appropriate to the grade/course by applying knowledge and skills
Application articulated in the standards for the current grade/course (or for more
complex problems, knowledge and skills articulated in the standards for
previous grades/courses), engaging particularly in the Modeling practice,
and where helpful making sense of problems and persevering to solve
them (MP. 1), reasoning abstractly and quantitatively (MP. 2), using
appropriate tools strategically (MP.5), looking for and making use of
structure (MP.7), and/or looking for and expressing regularity in repeated
reasoning (MP.8).

Points
3

2
1
0
Sample
Student
Response:

Annotation
for Sample
Student
Response:

Scoring Rubric
Attributes
Student response includes each of the following 3 elements.
Computation Component: Total Number of Fish: 140 or equivalent number
Computation Component: Correct ratio of small fish to large fish based on total number of fish,
Ratio of Small Fish to Large Fish: 100:40 or equivalent
Modeling Component: Valid work to determine total number of fish and ratio of small to large
fish
Student response includes 2 of the 3 elements.
Student response includes 1 of the 3 elements.
Student response is incorrect or irrelevant.
Total Number of Fish: 140
Ratio of Small Fish to Large Fish: 100 : 40
Your work: 200 ÷ 10 = 20
20 × 5 = 100
200 ÷ 40 = 5
5 × 8 = 40
100 + 40 = 140
Score Point 3
The response receives full credit. It includes each of the three required elements.
Computation Component:
 Student Response: Total Number of Fish: 140 or equivalent number
o Rationale for Score: A correct total number of fish is provided (140).
Computation Component:
 Student Response: Ratio of Small Fish to Large Fish: 100:40 or equivalent ratio
o Rationale for Score: A correct ratio of large fish to small fish is provided (100 to
40 or 5 to 2).
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Modeling Component:
 Student Response:
Your work: 200 ÷ 10 = 20
200 x 5 = 100
200 ÷ 40 = 5
5 x 8 = 40
100 + 40 = 140
o Rationale for Score: Valid work is provided to determine the total number of
fish (5 small fish for every 10 gallons means 1 small fish for every 2 gallons.
There are 200 gallons in the tank, so there will be 100 small fish. 8 large fish
for every 40 gallons means 1 large fish for every 5 gallons. There are 200
gallons in the tank, so there will be 40 large fish. 100 + 40 = 140 total fish) and
the ratio of small fish to large fish (ratio of small fish to large fish will be 100
to 40 or 5 to 2).
Note: Sample student responses are not representative of all correct answers for an item
and are only provided as a guide to assist teachers with scoring.
Item Set 2 ‐ Question 3 (TEI Drag‐and‐Drop, Fill in the Blank)

Item Information
Answer:
Part A – See image; Part B = 36
Colorado Academic 6.2.2.d
Solve real‐world and mathematical problems by writing and solving
Standards (CAS)
equations of the form x + p = q and px = q for cases in which p, q and x are
Evidence Outcomes:
all nonnegative rational numbers.
Evidence
Solve real‐world and mathematical problems by writing and solving
6.EE.7
Statement:
equations of the form x + p = q and px = q for cases in which p, q and x are
all nonnegative rational numbers.
A ‐ Major
The student solves problems involving the Major Content for her
Subclaim:
Content
grade/course with connections to the Standards for Mathematical
Practice.
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Item Set 2 ‐ Question 4 (Selected Response, Selected Response, Selected Response, Selected Response)
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Item Information
Answer:
Part A = A; Part B = C; Part C = B; Part D = C
Colorado Academic 6.1.1.c.iii
Solve unit rate problems including those involving unit pricing and
Standards (CAS)
constant speed.
Evidence Outcomes:
Evidence
Use ratio and rate reasoning to solve real‐world and mathematical
6.RP.3b
Statement:
problems, e.g., by reasoning about tables of equivalent ratios, tape
diagrams, double number line diagrams, or equations.
b. Solve unit rate problems including those involving unit pricing and
constant speed. For example, if it took 7 hours to mow 4 lawns, then at
that rate, how many lawns could be mowed in 35 hours? At what rate
were lawns being mowed?
A ‐ Major
The student solves problems involving the Major Content for her
Subclaim:
Content
grade/course with connections to the Standards for Mathematical
Practice.
Item Set 2 ‐ Question 5 (Equation Editor)
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Item Information
Answer:
See Scoring Rubric
Colorado Academic 6.1.3.b.i
Describe a rational number as a point on the number line.
Standards (CAS)
6.1.3.d
Solve real‐world and mathematical problems by graphing points in all four
Evidence Outcomes:
quadrants of the coordinate plane including the use of coordinates and
absolute value to find distances between points with the same first
coordinate or the same second coordinate.
Evidence
Base explanations/reasoning on a coordinate plane diagram (whether
6.C.5
Statement:
provided in the prompt or constructed by the student in her response).
Content Scope: Knowledge and skills articulated in 6.NS.6, 6.NS.8.
C ‐ Expressing The student expresses grade/course‐level appropriate mathematical
Subclaim:
Mathematical reasoning by constructing viable arguments, critiquing the reasoning of
Reasoning
others, and/or attending to precision when making mathematical
statements.

Points
4

3
2
1
0
Sample
Student
Response:

Annotation
for Sample
Student
Response:

Scoring Rubric
Attributes
Student response includes each of the following 4 elements.
Computation Component: Correct distance from point P to point Q, 5
Reasoning Component: Valid explanation for determining the distance from point P to point Q
Reasoning Component: Valid explanation for determining the value of n
Computation Component: Correct value for n, 5
Student response includes 3 of the 4 elements.
Student response includes 2 of the 4 elements.
Student response includes 1 of the 4 elements.
Student response is incorrect or irrelevant.
The distance from point P to point Q is 5 units because point P is 3 units above the x‐axis. Point
Q is 2 units below the x‐axis. So 3 + 2 = 5.
Point Q is 5 units below point P, therefore the distance from point P to point R is also 5 units.
Since R is on the y‐axis, it has an x‐coordinate of 0. So the x‐coordinate of point P is 5 units to
the right and is 5. The value for n is 5.
Score Point 4
The response receives full credit. It includes each of the four required elements.
Computation Component:
 Student Response: 3 + 2 = 5.
o Rationale for Score: A correct distance from point P to point Q is provided (5).
Reasoning Component:
 Student Response: The distance from point P to point Q is 5 units because point P is 3
units above the x‐axis. Point Q is 2 units below the x‐axis. So 3 + 2 = 5.
o Rationale for Score: The student provides a valid explanation of determining the
distance from point P to point Q (point P is 3 units above the x‐axis. Point Q is 2
units below the x‐axis. So 3 + 2 = 5.)
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Reasoning Component:
 Student Response: Since R is on the y‐axis, it has an x‐coordinate of 0. So the x‐
coordinate of point P is 5 units to the right and is 5. The value for n is 5.
o Rationale for Score: A valid explanation determining the value of n is provided
(Since R is on the y‐axis, it has an x‐coordinate of 0. So the x‐coordinate of point
P is 5 units to the right and is 5).
Computation Component:
 Student Response: The value for n is 5.
o Rationale for Score: A correct value for n is provided (5).
Note: Sample student responses are not representative of all correct answers for an item and
are only provided as a guide to assist teachers with scoring.
Item Set 2 ‐ Question 6 (Fill in the Blank)

Item Information
Answer:
11
Colorado Academic 6.2.1.b.iii
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes: 6.2.1.b.iv

Evidence
Statement:

6.EE.2c‐1

Subclaim:

A ‐ Major
Content

Evaluate expressions at specific values of their variables including
expressions that arise from formulas used in real‐world problems.
Perform arithmetic operations, including those involving whole‐number
exponents, in the conventional order when there are no parentheses to
specify a particular order (Order of Operations).
Write, read, and evaluate expressions in which letters stand for numbers.
c. Evaluate expressions at specific values of their variables. Perform
arithmetic operations, including those involving whole‐number exponents,
in the conventional order when there are no parentheses to specify a
particular order (Order of Operations).
The student solves problems involving the Major Content for her
grade/course with connections to the Standards for Mathematical
Practice.
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ANSWER KEY: ITEM SET 3
Item Set 3 ‐ Question 1 (Equation Editor, Equation Editor)

Item Information
Answer:

Part A =
Colorado Academic 6.4.1.b.i
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes: 6.4.1.b.ii

Evidence
Statement:
Subclaim:

or equivalent number; Part B =

or equivalent number
Find the volume of a right rectangular prism with fractional edge lengths
by packing it with unit cubes of the appropriate unit fraction edge lengths.
Show that volume is the same as multiplying the edge lengths of a
rectangular prism.
Apply the formulas V = l w h and V = b h to find volumes of right
6.4.1.b.iii
rectangular prisms with fractional edge lengths in the context of solving
real‐world and mathematical problems.
6.G.2‐2
Apply the formulas V = l w h and V = B h to find volumes of right
rectangular prisms with fractional edge lengths in the context of solving
real‐world and mathematical problems.
B ‐ Supporting The student solves problems involving the Additional and Supporting
Content
Content for her grade/course with connections to the Standards for
Mathematical Practice.
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Item Set 3 ‐ Question 2 (Equation Editor)

Item Information
Answer:
See Scoring Rubric
Colorado Academic 6.2.1.d
Identify when two expressions are equivalent.
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:
Evidence
Construct, autonomously, chains of reasoning that will justify or refute
6.C.7
Statement:
propositions or conjectures.
Content Scope: Knowledge and skills articulated in 6.EE.4.
C ‐ Expressing The student expresses grade/course‐level appropriate mathematical
Subclaim:
Mathematical reasoning by constructing viable arguments, critiquing the reasoning of
Reasoning
others, and/or attending to precision when making mathematical
statements.
Scoring Rubric
Points
Attributes
3
Student response includes each of the following 3 elements.
Reasoning Component: Valid identification of the error in Brianna’s thinking
Reasoning Component: Valid explanation of how to determine which of the three expressions
are equivalent
Modeling Component: Valid identification of the equivalent expressions, A and C
2
Student response includes 2 of the 3 elements.
1
Student response includes 1 of the 3 elements.
0
Student response is incorrect or irrelevant.
Sample
Brianna only checked the value of each expression for one substitution of x. To check which
Student expressions are equivalent, I need to check that they are the same value for any substitution of
Response: x. Since expressions A and C are both equivalent to the expression 6x – 4, they will be
equivalent for any substitution of x, so they are equivalent.
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Annotation Score Point 3
for Sample The response receives full credit. It includes each of the three required elements.
Student Reasoning Component:
Response:
 Student Response: Brianna only checked the value of each expression for one
substitution of x.
o Rationale for Score: The student provides a valid explanation of Brianna’s error
that only checking if the expressions are equivalent using x = 0 to substitute for x
is not correct (only checked the value of each expression for one substitution of
x).
Reasoning Component:
 Student Response: To check which expressions are equivalent, I need to check that they
are the same value for any substitution of x. Since expressions A and C are both
equivalent to the expression 6x – 4, they will be equivalent for any substitution of x, so
they are equivalent.
o Rationale for Score: A valid explanation is provided for how to determine which
expressions are equivalent (To check which expressions are equivalent, I need to
check that they are the same value for any substitution of x. Since expressions A
and C are both equivalent to the expression 6x – 4, they will be equivalent for
any substitution of x, so they are equivalent). Simplifying the expressions allows
the student to see that two of the expressions reduce to the same terms, so they
will be equivalent for any substitution of x.
Modeling Component:
 Student Response: Since expressions A and C are both equivalent to the expression 6x –
4, they will be equivalent for any substitution of x, so they are equivalent.
o Rationale for Score: Correct equivalent expressions are provided (A and C).
Note: Sample student responses are not representative of all correct answers for an item and
are only provided as a guide to assist teachers with scoring.
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Item Set 3 ‐ Question 3 (Equation Editor, Equation Editor)
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Item Information
Answer:
See Scoring Rubric
Colorado Academic 5.1.4.f
Solve real world problems involving multiplication of fractions and mixed
Standards (CAS)
numbers.
Evidence Outcomes:
Evidence
Solve multi‐step contextual problems with degree of difficulty appropriate
6.D.2
Statement:
to Grade 6, requiring application of knowledge and skills articulated in
5.NBT.B, 5.NF, 5.MD, and 5.G.A.
D ‐ Modeling The student solves real‐world problems with a degree of difficulty
Subclaim:
and
appropriate to the grade/course by applying knowledge and skills
Application articulated in the standards for the current grade/course (or for more
complex problems, knowledge and skills articulated in the standards for
previous grades/courses), engaging particularly in the Modeling practice,
and where helpful making sense of problems and persevering to solve
them (MP. 1),reasoning abstractly and quantitatively (MP. 2), using
appropriate tools strategically (MP.5), looking for and making use of
structure (MP.7), and/or looking for and expressing regularity in repeated
reasoning (MP.8).

Points
2

Scoring Rubric – Part A
Attributes
Student response includes each of the following 2 elements.
1
Computation Component: Correct number of cups of trail mix each hiker will receive, 2 cups
3

Modeling Component: Valid work or explanation to determine the number of cups of trail mix
each hiker receives
Student response includes 1 of the 2 elements.
Student response is incorrect or irrelevant.

1
0
1
1
8 7
56
Sample
8 bags of trail mix at 3 cups per bag is 8 x 3 = ( )( ) = = 28 cups. 28 cups divided among 12
2
2
1 2
2
Student
28 7
1
Response: hikers is 12 = 3 = 2 3 cups of trail mix per hiker.
Annotation Score Point 2
for Sample The response receives full credit. It includes each of the two required elements.
Student Computation Component:
1
Response:
 Student Response: 2 cups of trail mix per hiker.
3

o Rationale for Score: A correct number of cups of trail mix per hiker is provided (2
1
).
3

Modeling Component:
1
1
8 7
56
• Student Response: 8 bags of trail mix at 3 2 cups per bag is 8 x 3 2 = (1)(2) = 2 = 28 cups.
28

7

1

28 cups divided among 12 hikers is = = 2 .
12 3
3
o Rationale for Score: Valid work is provided that determines the number of cups
1
8 7
56
of trail mix that can be divided among the 12 hikers (8 x 3 2 = (1)(2) = 2 = 28 . . .
28
12

7

1

= 3 = 2 3).

Note: Sample student responses are not representative of all correct answers for an item and
are only provided as a guide to assist teachers with scoring.
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Points
4

Scoring Rubric – Part B
Attributes
Student response includes each of the following four elements.
Computation Component: Correct total distance, in miles, each hiker will hike, 7
Modeling Component: Valid work or explanation to determine the number of miles hiked by
each hiker
3
Computation Component: Correct total number of gallons of water each hiker will bring, 1
4

3
2
1
0
Sample
Student
Response:

Modeling Component: Valid work or explanation to determine the total gallons of water
brought by each hiker
Student response includes 3 of the 4 elements.
Student response includes 2 of the 4 elements.
Student response includes 1 of the 4 elements.
Student response is incorrect or irrelevant.
3

3

The distance to the scenic lookout: 2 + 1 4 = 3 4. The distance back from the lookout is:

15
4

2

-4=

15

13
4

outlook:

4

1

-2=

. To find the total miles hiked, I add the distance to the outlook and back from the

15
4

+

1

13
4
7

=

28
4
3

which is 7 miles. To determine how many gallons of water each hiker

needs, 7 x 4 = 4 = 1 4 gallons.
Annotation Score Point 4
for Sample The response receives full credit. It includes each of the four required
Student elements. Computation Component:
Response:
 Student Response: 7 miles.
o Rationale for Score: A correct total distance, in miles, that each hiker hikes is
provided (7).
Modeling Component:
3
3
 Student Response: The distance to the scenic lookout: 2 + 1 = 3 The distance back
.
4
4
from the lookout is:

15
4

1

15

2

4

‐ =

2

13

4

4

‐ =

. To find the total miles hiked, I add the distance to

the outlook and back from the outlook:

15
4

+

13
4

=

28
4

which is 7 miles.

o Rationale for Score: Valid work is provided to determine the roundtrip distance
a hiker took to the outlook. The miles into the outlook and returning from the
3

3

15

4

4

4

outlook are added to give the total miles hiked (2 + 1 = 3 . . .
...

15
4

+

13
4

=

28
4

1

15

2

4

‐ =

2

13

4

4

‐ =

).

Computation Component:
3
 Student Response: 1 gallons.
4

o Rationale for Score: A correct number of gallons of water brought by each hiker
3
is provided (1 4).
Modeling Component:
1 7
 Student Response: To determine how many gallons of water each hiker needs, 7 x =
4

3

= 1 gallons.
4

o Rationale for Score: Valid work is provided to determine how many gallons of
1 7
3
water each hiker should bring (7 x 4 = 4 = 1 4).
Note: Sample student responses are not representative of all correct answers for an item and
are only provided as a guide to assist teachers with scoring.
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4

Item Set 3 ‐ Question 4 (Fill in the Blank, Fill in the Blank)

Item Information
Answer:
Part A = 65; Part B = 3.25
Colorado Academic 6.3.1.d.ii
Summarize numerical data sets in relation to their context.
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:
Evidence
Statement:

Subclaim:

6.SP.5

Summarize numerical data sets in relation to their context, such as by:
a. Reporting the number of observations.
b. Describing the nature of the attribute under investigation, including
how it was measured and its units of measurement.
c. Giving quantitative measures of center (median and/or mean) and
variability (interquartile range and/or mean absolute deviation), as well as
describing any overall pattern and any striking deviations from the overall
pattern with reference to the context in which the data were gathered.
d. Relating the choice of measures of center and variability to the shape
of the data distribution and the context in which the data were gathered.
B ‐ Supporting The student solves problems involving the Additional and Supporting
Content for her grade/course with connections to the Standards for
Content
Mathematical Practice.
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Item Set 3 ‐ Question 5 (Equation Editor, Equation Editor)

Item Information
Answer:
See Scoring Rubric
Colorado Academic 5.4.1.b
Find volume of rectangular prisms using a variety of methods and use
Standards (CAS)
these techniques to solve real world and mathematical problems.
Evidence Outcomes:
Evidence
6.C.9
Distinguish correct explanation/reasoning from that which is flawed, and –
if there is a flaw in the argument – present corrected reasoning. (For
Statement:
example, some flawed ‘student’ reasoning is presented and the task is to
correct and improve it.)
Content Scope: Knowledge and skills articulated in 5.NBT, 5.MD.C.
C ‐ Expressing The student expresses grade/course‐level appropriate mathematical
Subclaim:
Mathematical reasoning by constructing viable arguments, critiquing the reasoning of
Reasoning
others, and/or attending to precision when making mathematical
statements.
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Points
2

1
0
Sample
Student
Response:
Annotation
for Sample
Student
Response:

Scoring Rubric – Part A
Attributes
Student response includes each of the following 2 elements.
Reasoning Component: Valid explanation of why the student’s reasoning is incorrect
Computation Component: Correct volume, in cubic inches, of the cube, 630
Student response includes 1 of the 2 elements.
Student response is incorrect or irrelevant.
The student’s reasoning is incorrect because they did not count the top layer as part of the
height. The calculation should have been 63 x 10, which equals a total of 630 cubes. Therefore,
the volume is 630 cubic inches.
Score Point 2
The response receives full credit. It includes each of the two required elements.
Reasoning Component:
 Student Response: The student’s reasoning is incorrect because they did not count the
top layer as part of the height. The calculation should have been 63 x 10, which equals a
total of 630 cubes.
o Rationale for Score: A valid explanation is provided for the incorrect reasoning.
The student explains that that the top layer of cubes was not counted, and only
9 layers were used to determine the height instead of 10 layers (student’s
reasoning is incorrect because they did not count the top layer as part of the
height . . . should have been 63 x 10).
Computation Component:
 Student Response: The calculation should have been 63 x 10, which equals a total of
630 cubes. Therefore, the volume is 630 cubic inches.
o Rationale for Score: A correct volume of the cube is given (630 cubic inches).
Note: Sample student responses are not representative of all correct answers for an item and
are only provided as a guide to assist teachers with scoring.

Points
2

Scoring Rubric – Part B
Attributes
Student response includes each of the following 2 elements.
Modeling Component: Valid explanation or work to find the height of the second box
Computation Component: Correct height, in inches, of the second box, 12
Student response includes 1 of the 2 elements.
Student response is incorrect or irrelevant.
Volume is equal to the area of the base times the height.
756
V = Bh, 756 = 63 x height of cubes,
= height of cubes, 12 = height of cubes. So, the height of

1
0
Sample
Student
Response: the box is 12 inches since there are 63
12 1‐inch cubes stacked on top of each other.
Annotation Score Point 2
for Sample The response receives full credit. It includes each of the two required elements.
Student Modeling Component:
Response:
 Student Response: Volume is equal to the area of the base times the height. V = Bh, 756
756
= 63 x height of cubes,
= height of cubes, 12 = height of cubes.
63

o Rationale for Score: Valid work using the volume formula is provided to find the
756
height of the second box (V = Bh, 756 = 63 x height of cubes,
= height of
63

cubes, 12 = height of cubes).
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Computation Component:
 Student Response: So, the height of the box is 12 inches since there are 12 1‐inch cubes
stacked on top of each other.
o Rationale for Score: A correct height, in inches, of the second box is provided
(12).
Note: Sample student responses are not representative of all correct answers for an item and
are only provided as a guide to assist teachers with scoring.
Item Set 3 ‐ Question 6 (Multiple Select)

Item Information
Answer:
D,E
Colorado Academic 6.2.2.a
Standards (CAS)
Evidence Outcomes:
6.2.2.b
6.2.2.c
6.2.2.c.i
Evidence
Statement:
Subclaim:

6.EE.5‐2
A ‐ Major
Content

Describe solving an equation or inequality as a process of answering a
question: which values from a specified set, if any, make the equation or
inequality true?
Use substitution to determine whether a given number in a specified set
makes an equation or inequality true.
Use variables to represent numbers and write expressions when solving a
real‐world or mathematical problem.
Recognize that a variable can represent an unknown number, or,
depending on the purpose at hand, any number in a specified set.
Use substitution to determine whether a given number in a specified set
makes an inequality true.
The student solves problems involving the Major Content for her
grade/course with connections to the Standards for Mathematical
Practice.
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SCORING DECISIONS
Scoring decisions are overarching decisions that describe issues that arise when scoring student
responses. Scoring decisions are made so common issues, like an incorrect label, are treated the same
way across all grades and items. Scoring decisions inform how to apply scoring criteria to common
errors seen in student responses.
Scoring Decision 1
Scoring Issue: A student makes an error early in the problem (Part A) and gets everything correct afterwards.
Decision and The general scoring decision is that bullets in an item rubric, or parts of an item, are
Solution:
independent of each other. If a student makes a mistake early on in the problem and their
work correctly follows that single mistake, they will not have further points deducted.

Rationale:

A rubric may specify a certain response type, such as: Part A requires a cubic equation and the
student writes a linear equation and Part B of the item then asks the student to “use your
equation”, the student will lose an additional score point because solving a linear equation is a
different content task then solving a cubic equation. In these cases, the rubric will supersede
this decision, especially if the student’s error in Part A significantly changes the content being
measured in the task.
A student who provides an incorrect answer early in the problem does not earn credit for that
Part. However, if the student then answers subsequent Parts correctly, based on the incorrect
answer given in Part A, they do not lose any additional points since the student has already
lost credit for the original mistake.

Scoring Decision 2
Scoring Issue: Student provides only a correct answer as the response.
Decision and If a correct answer is given in response to one of the rubric elements, then the student will
Solution:
receive credit for that answer.
Note: If only a correct answer is given, but the rubric states that the student must show or
demonstrate work for that score point, the student will not receive credit.
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Scoring Decision 3
Scoring Issue: A response uses a wrong variable or a different symbol then the item indicates the student is
to use.
Decision and Students that use a different variable or symbol, than the one the item directs them to use,
Solution:
must define the variable to receive full credit for the element.
If an item only has one variable, then the student does not have to define the variable in order
to receive credit, but if the item has multiple variables the student must define the variables.
If the variable(s) are defined in the item, the student does not have to define them in order to
receive credit, but if the student switches variables, the student must then define the variable
to receive credit.
This is a precision point deduction and will only be applied to a top score point response. For
example: in a 0‐3 score point item, if a student receives a score point 3, but does not use the
correct variable and fails to define the variable, then a precision point would be deducted for
the imprecise math, and the response would receive a score point 2. However, if they only
show understanding of 2 of the 3 elements (a score point 2 response), this is not a top score
point response and no precision point would be deducted.
Scoring Decision 4
Scoring Issue: Application of Precision Point deductions taken for imprecise math in student responses.
Decision and The Common Core State Standards for mathematical practice outline the expertise that
Solution:
educators should be working to develop in students of all ages and academic abilities. One of
the 8 standards of mathematical practice is named, “Attend to Precision,” and is defined as
follows: Good mathematical practice involves the ability to communicate what one has
learned. Students must be able to use mathematical definitions to clearly and accurately
explain their reasoning. In addition, they should be precise about units of measure and
labeling axes.
One point will be deducted from responses which would otherwise receive a top score if any
of the following mathematical precision errors are made:
Imprecise mathematical language:
A precision point will be deducted for imprecise use of mathematical language that reflects
content that is at or below the grade that the item will be assessed as, as defined by the
CCSSM. For example, referring to an inequality as an equation.
An above grade level word or phrase that is relevant to the content of the item and is not key
to the student’s response will not lose the precision point if the response remains complete
and accurate when that word or phrase is removed.
o If a word or phrase is above grade level, used correctly and completely answers the prompt,
the response will receive full credit. If a word or phrase is above grade level and is used
incorrectly, a precision point will be deducted.
Imprecise labels, e.g., feet, centimeters, quarts, etc.:
If the item specifies the unit for the answer or the item uses only one unit, no label is required
on the student answer.
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Decision and
Solution:

Scoring Decision 4 (cont’d)
If the item does not specify a unit for the answer and the item uses more than one unit, the
student must label correctly or a precision point will be deducted.
If the student uses an incorrect label, even if the prompt does specify a unit or the item only
uses one unit, a precision point will be deducted.
Imprecise (run‐on) equations:
If a run‐on equation is given in a response, a precision point can be deducted.
For example, 24 x 16 =384 ÷4 = 96
Monetary values:
If students are asked to round to the nearest dollar or round to the nearest whole dollar
both $56 and $56.00 should be scored as correct answers. If students use trailing zeros on
monetary values, the zeros must be correct place value for monetary values. Entries such as
$56.0 and $56.000 should not be counted as correct.
When considering the top score point for a precision point deduction, only the hand scoring
portion(s) will be involved. The student only loses one point from the top score point for
precision error(s).
When considering the top score point for a precision point deduction, if the item is a 3‐point
item, with 1 point machine scored, the precision point will only be deducted if the student
receives credit for the machine scored part. If the student does not receive credit for the
machine‐scored part, then no further deduction of a precision point is taken, since this
response is now receiving a total of 2 out of 3 score points and is not a top score response.
For items with only one part, the precision point will only be deducted from a top score point
response.
For items with more than one part, the precision point will only be deducted if the student
would have otherwise scored the top score on all parts combined.

Scoring Decision 5
Scoring Issue: When an item requires students to show or explain their reasoning, a student must provide
mathematical work or written explanation. It is not sufficient to only refer to work done on a
calculator.
Decision and A student response of “I plugged it into my calculator” or an equivalent response will not earn
Solution:
credit for reasoning elements. To receive credit for reasoning elements, a student must
explain how the calculator was used, either by indicating key entries or by describing the
calculation or solutions process in enough details that it could be duplicated. However, the
student may receive the computation point if the answer is correct.
Scoring Decision 6
Scoring Issue: The use of a guess and check method to solve items is considered a valid strategy.
Decision and In order to earn a reasoning point for a guess and check method, a student must show or
Solution:
explain at least one correct guess and check and one incorrect guess and check attempt.
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Scoring Decision 7
Scoring Issue: Student provides an equation written using words instead of numbers and operational
symbols. For example, “I multiplied three times five and it equals fifteen.”
Decision and At all grade levels, the student will receive credit for a correct equation written in words that
Solution:
uses valid operational language.
Equations must show the relationship between two quantities and must include an equal sign
(or state “equals”) between the two quantities. For example, the statement “I multiplied three
times five and I got fifteen” would not receive credit since “got” is not valid operational
language. Operation language could include words such as: add, multiply (or times), equals,
determined the square root, etc.”
Note: Vertical algorithms are not the same as an equation and do not receive the credit for an
equation.
Example: 3
x5
15
Note: If the rubric states that an equation must include a variable, then the written equation
must also include that variable. For example, “I multiplied three times x, and that equals 3x.”

Scoring Decision 8
Scoring Issue: If an item requires the student to complete a chart or table with a set of numbers or values and
does not require work to be shown, how is incorrect work assessed?
Decision and Incorrect work provided can be overlooked and will not detract from the response since the
item did not ask for the student to show their work. In all cases, the item‐specific rubric will
Solution:
supersede this scoring decision.
Scoring Decision 9
Scoring Issue: If an item does not require a specific method of solution and students provide an alternate
valid strategy that is not included in the rubric, exemplar, or training set, responses can receive
credit.
Decision and Students will receive credit for an alternate valid strategy that demonstrates understanding
Solution:
using appropriate mathematical reasoning or work.
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